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QUESTION 1

Encrypted backup files provide which of the following benefits? (Select all that apply.) 

A. Integrity of the backup file is protected since it cannot be easily modified when encrypted. 

B. Prevents the backup file from becoming corrupted. 

C. Protects details of the device\\'s configuration settings from being discovered while the backup file is in transit. For
example, transferred to a data centers for system recovery. 

D. A copy of the encrypted backup file is automatically pushed to the FortiGuard Distribution Service (FDS) for disaster
recovery purposes. If the backup file becomes corrupt it can be retrieved through FDS. 

E. Fortinet Technical Support can recover forgotten passwords with a backdoor passphrase. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has formed a High Availability cluster involving two FortiGate 310B units. 

[ Multiple upstream Layer 2 switches ] -- [ FortiGate HA Cluster ] -- [ Multiple downstream Layer 2 switches ] The
administrator wishes to ensure that a single link failure will have minimal impact upon the overall 

throughput of traffic through this cluster. 

Which of the following options describes the best step the administrator can take? 

The administrator should... 

A. set up a full-mesh design which uses redundant interfaces. 

B. increase the number of FortiGate units in the cluster and configure HA in Active-Active mode. 

C. enable monitoring of all active interfaces. 

D. configure the HA ping server feature to allow for HA failover in the event that a path is disrupted. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

SSL content inspection is enabled on the FortiGate unit. Which of the following steps is required to prevent a user from
being presented with a web browser warning when accessing an SSL-encrypted website? 

A. The root certificate of the FortiGate SSL proxy must be imported into the local certificate store on the user\\'s
workstation. 

B. Disable the strict server certificate check in the web browser under Internet Options. 
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C. Enable transparent proxy mode on the FortiGate unit. 

D. Enable NTLM authentication on the FortiGate unit. NTLM authentication suppresses the certificate warning
messages in the web browser. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following pieces of information can be included in the Destination Address field of a firewall policy? (Select
all that apply.) 

A. An IP address pool. 

B. A virtual IP address. 

C. An actual IP address or an IP address group. 

D. An FQDN or Geographic value(s). 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which one of the following statements is correct about raw log messages? 

A. Logs have a header and a body section. The header will have the same layout for every log message. The body
section will change layout from one type of log message to another. 

B. Logs have a header and a body section. The header and body will change layout from one type of log message to
another. 

C. Logs have a header and a body section. The header and body will have the same layout for every log message. 

Correct Answer: A 
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